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before the spinning ; and 2° the same word is a name
of bow or cross-bow in other Mon-Khmer languages
(Danaw ak ; Riang at " bow " ; Alak ak " cross-bow "J.1
On the other hand amongst  the  Makassar  of Celebes,
the word pdna designates the bow for shooting the  arrows
and a kind  of  bow  which  is  also used for washing the
cotton (NiEUWEtfHtfis,  Der   Gebrauch von Pfeil und Bogen
auf den grossen  Sunda-Imeln,  in   Internationales  Archiv
f&r Ethnographic, XIX, pp. 10-11).   Sonnerat has observed
and sketched a similar instrument in  India   (Voyages  aux
fades et h la Chine, Paris 1782, vol. I. p. 108 and pi.   26),
"The machine  for  carding  the  cotton,"   says  he,   "is
extremely simple.    It is made of a piece of long wood of
six to seven feet.   To each of its ends is attached a strong
string of entrails   which,  when  touched,  makes  sound
like that of the violin   (our hatters  also  have   a machine
almost similar to  it called the  archet   or   fiddle-stick).
The    violin  is    suspended  by    a    string   to  that   of   a
bow attached to a plank.    The worker holds the  violin
by the middle in   one hand   and   in  the    other,  with
a piece of wood with a pad at the  end, stretches  quickly
the catgut which slips  out, strikes the cotton, throws it
out, fills it with  wind,  separates  the dust  from  it  and
makes it fit for spinning.    The  elasticity  of the  bow,
which sustains the violin, affords th<? worker the facility
of carrying it from   one  place  to  another  on the heap
of cotton which  they come to thrash."    The instrument,
on the whole, is formed of two bows superposed, because
the lower part of the violin which  Sonnerat  compares
1 The languages of the Malaya Peninsula have the forms ig, eg,
ag and the equivalent fk which is preserved in Khmer where ii
means-the how fixed against the stag-fly (4k TchUng). Cf. also Santali
atf—"bow."

